Green luminescence band in ZnO: fine structures, electron-phonon coupling, and temperature effect.
The green emission band of ZnO has been investigated by both experimental and theoretical means. Two sets of equally separated fine structures with the same periodicity (close to the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon energy of ZnO) are well resolved in the low-temperature broad green emission spectra. As the temperature increases, the fine structures gradually fade out and the whole green emission band becomes smooth at room temperature. An attempt to quantitatively reproduce the variable-temperature green emission spectra using the underdamped multimode Brownian oscillator model taking into account the quantum dissipation effect of the phonon bath is done. Results show that the two electronic transitions strongly coupled to lattice vibrations of ZnO lead to the observed broad emission band with fine structures. Excellent agreement between theory and experiment for the entire temperature range enables us to determine the dimensionless Huang-Rhys factor characterizing the strength of electron-LO phonon coupling and the coupling coefficient of the LO and bath modes.